Internal regulations


We kindly remind you that it is forbidden to smoke inside the gite, that animals are not
allowed nor the use of deep-fryer.



Gîte’s capacity is maximum 26 persons. For your safety and your comfort, you are
kindly requested to strictly fulfill this limitation..



It is very difficult to remove residues of food in beds, armchairs, etc. We request you
to really pay attention for avoiding such a situation before leaving the gîte.



In order to allow us to restore the gîte in a good state as soon as possible for the
following occupants, you are requested to observe the following instructions at the
time of your departure:
o To empty the fridge
o Remove all rests of food in the house
o To arrange the clean tableware to its place in the cupboards by respecting the
lists
o To put the dustbins, sorted according to instructions, downstairs in the garage
o To move back the moved pieces of furniture to their place
o To clean the barbecue (sponges are provided for this purpose in the garage)
o To strip the beds that were used and to put sheets, covers and pillowcases, as
well as used towels on the ground. That will avoid us having to wash clean
linen unnecessarily.

In case these instructions would not be observed, the time necessary to the
repairing will be invoiced to 15€ the hour, with a minimum of 50€.
Sorting of waste.
The “Region Wallonne” pays much attention to the contents of garbage cans. You are kindly
requested to apply the following instructions.
At your arrival, you will find various garbage cans (plastic bags with indication on the lid and
identified cardboard boxes). For your comfort, a first plastic bag is at your disposal in each
garbage can. Please replace them before your departure.
Waste has to be sorted as follows :
 Empty glass bottles and glass jars rinsed to put in the indicated box: "glass"
 Clean papers and cardboards (boxes) to be put in the indicated box: " paper "
 Fragment of glass, crockery, bulbs, etc, in the indicated box : "débris-brokstukken"
 Tetrapacks, cans and plastic bottles in the indicated garbage can: " Plastic, metal, carton "
 clean soft plastics of packing in the dustbin indicated: "soft plastic packing"
 Not aforementioned and EVERYTHING CONTAINING ORGANIC WASTE in the
indicated green garbage can: "other"

